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Foreword
By Dr EdwardWalsh

This paper presents an evidence-based critique of some central aspects of the recent Spe-
cial Report on a Global Warming of 1.5◦C (SR1.5) issued by the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC). The author, Professor Ray Bates, is an eminent scientist with a life-
time of international experience in weather and climate research; at MIT, as a senior scientist
at NASA and as professor of meteorology at the Niels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen, and at
University College Dublin. His independent scrutiny points to a lack of scientific rigour and
balance in key aspects of the SR1.5 report. Specifically, he presents compelling evidence that
the SR1.5 report is deficient in three regards:

• It departs from the IPCC (2013) Fifth Assessment in the direction of an increased sense
of planetary emergency without giving rigorous scientific reasons for doing so.

• Crucial research evidence, accumulated since the IPCC Fifth Assessment (2013), sig-
nificantly reduces the prospect of a looming emergency. This evidence has not been
taken into account; nor is it even referred to in the SR1.5 report.

• The disturbing revelation of thewidespread practice of ‘tuning’ global climatemodels
to achieve desired results, disclosed since the Fifth Assessment, has not been referred
to either.

The importanceof adherence to thehighest scientific standards on thepart of the IPCC in
its periodic reports can hardly be overemphasised. Governments rely on the scientific objec-
tivity of these reports to make crucial decisions related to the economies of their countries
and the wellbeing of their people. Policymakers should carefully reflect on the significant
deficiencies identified in the report before considering implementing its recommendations.

The Global Warming Policy Foundation is to be commended for publishing this impor-
tant paper. It deserves a wide audience.

Dr. Edward Walsh is Founding President of the University of Limerick and has served as chair-
man of both Ireland’s National Council for Science Technology and Innovation and of Ireland’s
National Allocation Advisory Group (Carbon Trading).
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1 Introduction
The recent special report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, known as
SR1.5,1 goes far beyond all its previous publications in raising the level of alarm about cli-
mate change and in calling for drastic action to combat it. The report adopts the standpoint
that the essential aspects of climate science are settled and then conflates what it sees as a
necessary policy response with ethical issues of sustainable development, poverty eradica-
tion and reducing inequalities.

The report calls for radical changes in the world’s economy to achieve zero carbon emis-
sions by mid-century. Given the extremely costly and highly disruptive changes this course
of action would entail, the rigour of the underlying scientific case should be beyond ques-
tion. Here, some central aspects of SR1.5 are examined to see whether the report exhibits a
level of scientific rigour commensurate with the scale of its prescribed course of action. The
conclusion, based on the evidence, is that it does not.

2 Departure from the IPCC’s Fifth Assessment Report
The IPCC’s assessment reports have each been presented in three parts, representingWork-
ing Group I (The Physical Science Basis), Working Group II (Impacts and Adaptation) and
Working Group III (Mitigation of Climate Change). For SR1.5, these three working groups
were merged to produce a generalized report, with a consequent lack of focus on a purely
scientific analysis.

The central attribution statement of Working Group I in the Fifth Assessment Report2

(hereafter WGI AR5) was as follows:

It is extremely likely that more than half of the observed increase in global average sur-
face temperature from1951 to2010was causedby theanthropogenic increase ingreen-
housegas concentrations andother anthropogenic forcings together. Thebest estimate
of the human-induced contribution towarming is similar to the observedwarming over
this period.

This statement arises primarily from a detection and attribution analysis applied to global
climate model (GCM) simulations.3 It does not attribute the substantial early 20th century
warming (1910–1945) to anthropogenic effects. Regarding this early warming, the report
concluded (Section 10.3.1.1.3, p. 887):

It remains difficult to quantify the contribution to this warming from internal variability,
natural forcing and anthropogenic forcing, due to forcing and response uncertainties
and incomplete observational coverage.

In contrast to this caution, SR1.5 portrays essentially all the global warming observed since
the late 19th century4 as being human-induced (see Figure 1).5 This major departure from
the Fifth Assessment is presented without any rigorous justification.

3 Lines of evidence
Aphrasemuch used by the IPCC is ‘lines of evidence’. Implicit in this phrase is the realistic ac-
knowledgement that there is much in climate science that is not known with certainty and
which perhaps never can be. Something that is known with certainty is that the concen-
trations of carbon dioxide and other trace gases that trap heat radiation at infrared wave-
lengths in the atmosphere are increasing as a result of human activities. Balancing this, it is
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Frequently Asked Questions 

FAQ

FAQ 1.2, Figure 1 | Human-induced warming reached approximately 1°C above pre-industrial levels in 2017. At the present rate, global temperatures would 
reach 1.5°C around 2040. Stylized 1.5°C pathway shown here involves emission reductions beginning immediately, and CO2 emissions reaching zero by 2055.
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FAQ 1.2 (continued)

Figure 1: SR1.5 portrayed essentially all global warming above pre-industrial levels as man-
made.

Reproduced from SR1.5, Chapter 1, FAQ 1.2, Figure 1, p. 82. The original caption reads
‘Human-induced warming reached approximately 1◦C above pre-industrial levels in 2017.’

also known that the dominant greenhouse gas (GHG) in the atmosphere is naturally occur-
ringwater vapour, which is farmore abundant than the trace gases. When air rises and cools,
the water vapour it contains condenses into clouds, which affect the greenhouse properties
of the atmosphere in major ways. Quantifying cloud radiative effects with precision, how-
ever, is beyond the capability of present day climate science. For as long as this remains the
case, modelling the climate system’s response to increasing GHG emissions will remain an
area of uncertainty.

4 SR1.5’s main lines of evidence for anthropogenic
warming

In its Summary for Policymakers (SPM), the SR1.5 report presents a plot of observed and
modelled globalmean surface temperature6 (GMST) for the years 1960–2017 (Figure 2). The
solid orange line shows the modelled central estimate of anthropogenic global warming
up to 2017. The stated modelling method is a multiple regression, in which the dependent
variable is the observed GMST and the independent variables are the estimated global re-
sponses to total anthropogenic forcing and to natural (combined volcanic and solar) forc-
ing, these responses being calculated using a simple globally-averaged impulse-response
model. The central estimate portrays anthropogenic global warming asmarkedly accelerat-
ing, the rate ofwarming increasing fromabout 0.04◦C/decade at thebeginningof theperiod
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Figure 2: How SR1.5 portrayed observed and modelled temperatures since 1960.
Observed monthly GMST, grey line up to 2017 (from the HadCRUT4, GISTEMP, Cowtan & Way,

and NOAA datasets) and model-estimated anthropogenic global warming (solid orange line up
to 2017, with orange shading indicating assessed likely range). Source: SR1.5, Figure SPM.1.

to about 0.22◦C/decade at the end. The agreement shown in the figure between the obser-
vations (with interannual variations smoothed out) and themodelled central estimate of the
anthropogenic warming is close, suggesting that strong confidence can be placed in both
the indicated acceleration of the warming and its modelled anthropogenic origin.

In its Chapter 1, the SR1.5 report provides further evidence suggesting the recent warm-
ing is anthropogenic. It does this by including results of GCM simulations along with the
results of the simple model, in this case for the years 1850–2017 (Figure 3). The GCM results
again show good agreement with the observed warming in recent decades.

However, the picture of global warming for the longer period 1850–2017 shown in Fig-
ure 3 is much more complex than the picture for the recent period 1960–2017 shown in
Figure 2. The longer-term observational picture is no longer a simple one of accelerating
warming. The observational data presented in Figure 3 show that prior to 1960, global cool-
ing took place over the 25-year period 1945–1970. Prior to that, between 1910 and 1945,
there was another period of significant global warming. This early 20th-century warming
occurred before anthropogenic GHGs exerted a major influence. Prior to that again, there
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was another multi-decadal period of cooling. Figure 3 clearly indicates the existence of sub-
stantial natural variability of GMST that is independent of GHGs.

Furthermore, the modelled temperatures – simple model or GCM – do not agree well
with the observational data over the longer period. This lack of agreement is particularly
evident during the early 20th century warming period. This was clearly a factor (in the GCM
context) influencing IPCC AR5 not to attribute the early 20th century warming to anthro-
pogenic causes (Section 2 above). In contrast, despite a similar lack of agreement between
the simple model output and the observational data during this period, SR1.5 concludes
that this early warming was very largely anthropogenic.

Questions arise as towhy thehuman-inducedwarminggivenby the simplemodel agrees
sowell with the observed GMST during the period 1960–2017, giving an even better fit than
theGCM-based results, and as towhy these quantities disagree somarkedly during the early
20th century warming period. All quantities in the simple model represent global averages
and all its input data are global averages; thus the simplemodel allows for no effects of spa-
tial variation. It therefore allows no scope for preventing erroneous attribution to globally-
averaged forcing of any global warming fluctuation that might in reality result from a spa-
tially varying temperature pattern, whereas GCMs – despite their limitations – would allow
scope for this. The simplemodel is also constrained by the fact that its explanatory variables
are modelled responses to anthropogenic forcing and to natural forcing. The sum of nat-
ural solar and volcanic forcings had very little trend over the 1960–2017 period.7 Internal
variability was not treated as an explanatory variable in deriving the central estimate of the
human-induced warming (though it was used in estimating its likely range). These factors
appear likely to influence the recent degree of fit between model output and observations
and to be relevant in any attempt to explain the difference in this regard between the recent
and the early 20th century period.

In what follows, the rigour of the SR1.5 report will be examined further in relation to
some of the matters discussed above. Evidence regarding global data will be considered in
Section 5, while evidence regarding GCMmodelling will be considered in Section 6.

5 Related lines of evidence: observational
Atmospheric temperature evolution observed by satellite

The marked acceleration in the rate of surface warming in recent years, as suggested by
Figures 1–3, is not apparent in satellite-basedmeasurements of lower tropospheric temper-
atures (some kilometres above the ground), an example of which is shown in Figure 4.

In fact, the satellite temperatures, though showing a warming trend of 0.13◦C /decade
over the full observational period 1979–2018, show very little warming since the year 2000.
Scafetta et al. have performed a statistical analysis in which the prominent El Niño signal in
the satellite temperatures in the period 2000-2016 is removed from the record,12 and found
that the remaining warming trend in this period is only of the order of 0.04◦C /decade.13

The SR1.5 report does not discuss satellite-observed temperature trends and does not
address the problem of why they differ so markedly from the GMSTs. This is a serious de-
fect, since there are strong reasons to believe that satellite temperatures are more reliable
indicators of the true rate of global warming than the GMST; the satellite temperature mea-
surements have near-global coverage while surface temperature measurements are sparse
and irregularly distributed.
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1

Framing and Context Chapter 1

et al. (2015) and Richardson et al. (2016) show that the use of 
blended SAT/SST data and incomplete coverage together can give 
approximately 0.2°C less warming from the 19th century to the 
present relative to the use of complete global-average SAT (Stocker 
et al. , 2013, Figure TFE8.1 and Figure 1.2). However, Richardson et 
al. (2018) show that this is primarily an issue for the interpretation of 
the historical record to date, with less absolute impact on projections 
of future changes, or estimated emissions budgets, under ambitious 
mitigation scenarios. 

The three GMST reconstructions used in AR5 differ in their treatment 
of missing data. GISTEMP (Hansen et al., 2010) uses interpolation 
to infer trends in poorly observed regions like the Arctic (although 
even this product is spatially incomplete in the early record), while 
NOAAGlobalTemp (Vose et al., 2012) and HadCRUT (Morice et al., 
2012) are progressively closer to a simple average of available 
observations. Since the AR5, considerable effort has been devoted 
to more sophisticated statistical modelling to account for the impact 

of incomplete observation coverage (Rohde et al., 2013; Cowtan and 
Way, 2014; Jones, 2016). The main impact of statistical infilling is to 
increase estimated warming to date by about 0.1°C (Richardson et 
al., 2018 and Table 1.1). 

We adopt a working definition of warming over the historical period 
based on an average of the four available global datasets that are 
supported by peer-reviewed publications: the three datasets used in the 
AR5, updated (Karl et al., 2015), together with the Cowtan-Way infilled 
dataset (Cowtan and Way, 2014). A further two datasets, Berkeley 
Earth (Rohde et al., 2013) and that of the Japan Meteorological Agency 
(JMA), are provided in Table 1.1. This working definition provides an 
updated estimate of 0.86°C for the warming over the period 1880–
2012 based on a linear trend. This quantity was quoted as 0.85°C in 
the AR5. Hence the inclusion of the Cowtan-Way dataset does not 
introduce any inconsistency with the AR5, whereas redefining GMST 
to represent global SAT could increase this figure by up to 20% (Table 
1.1, blue lines in Figure 1.2 and Richardson et al., 2016). 

Figure 1.2 |  Evolution of global mean surface temperature (GMST) over the period of instrumental observations. Grey shaded line shows monthly mean GMST 
in the HadCRUT4, NOAAGlobalTemp, GISTEMP and Cowtan-Way datasets, expressed as departures from 1850–1900, with varying grey line thickness indicating inter-dataset 
range. All observational datasets shown represent GMST as a weighted average of near surface air temperature over land and sea surface temperature over oceans. Human-
induced (yellow) and total (human- and naturally-forced, orange) contributions to these GMST changes are shown calculated following Otto et al. (2015) and Haustein et al. 
(2017). Fractional uncertainty in the level of human-induced warming in 2017 is set equal to ±20% based on multiple lines of evidence. Thin blue lines show the modelled 
global mean surface air temperature (dashed) and blended surface air and sea surface temperature accounting for observational coverage (solid) from the CMIP5 historical 
ensemble average extended with RCP8.5 forcing (Cowtan et al., 2015; Richardson et al., 2018). The pink shading indicates a range for temperature fluctuations over the 
Holocene (Marcott et al., 2013). Light green plume shows the AR5 prediction for average GMST over 2016–2035 (Kirtman et al., 2013). See Supplementary Material 1.SM for 
further details. 

1.2.1.2 Choice of reference period

Any choice of reference period used to approximate ‘pre-
industrial’ conditions is a compromise between data coverage 
and representativeness of typical pre-industrial solar and volcanic 
forcing conditions. This report adopts the 51-year reference period, 
1850–1900 inclusive, assessed as an approximation of pre-industrial 
levels in AR5 (Box TS.5, Figure 1 of Field et al., 2014). The years 
1880–1900 are subject to strong but uncertain volcanic forcing, but 

in the HadCRUT4 dataset, average temperatures over 1850–1879, 
prior to the largest eruptions, are less than 0.01°C from the average 
for 1850–1900. Temperatures rose by 0.0°C–0.2°C from 1720–
1800 to 1850–1900 (Hawkins et al., 2017), but the anthropogenic 
contribution to this warming is uncertain (Abram et al., 2016; Schurer 
et al., 2017). The 18th century represents a relatively cool period in 
the context of temperatures since the mid-Holocene (Marcott et al., 
2013; Lüning and Vahrenholt, 2017; Marsicek et al., 2018), which is 
indicated by the pink shaded region in Figure 1.2.

Figure 3: How SR1.5 portrayed the observed and modelled temperatures since 1850.
Evolution of GMST over the period of instrumental observations. Grey shaded line shows

observed monthly mean GMST in the HadCRUT4, NOAAGlobalTemp, GISTEMP and Cowtan-Way
datasets, expressed as departures from 1850–1900. Modelled human-induced (yellow) and
total (human- and naturally-forced, orange) contributions to these GMST changes are shown,
calculated following Otto et al.8 and Haustein et al.9 Thin blue lines show the modelled GMST
(dashed) and blended surface air and sea surface temperature accounting for observational
coverage (solid) from the CMIP5 historical ensemble average extended with RCP8.5 forcing.

Light green plume shows the AR5 prediction for average GMST over 2016–2035. Note that the
yellow curve in this figure corresponds to the orange curve in Figure 2. Source: SR1.5, Figure 1.2.
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Apart from the issue of coverage, satellite temperatures have the added advantage of
not being influenced by urban heat island and land use change effects in the way the GMST
is. Urbanization is currently leading to rapid temperature change in many cities around the
world relative to the surrounding rural areas. Recent research comparing urban and rural
temperature trends on different continents has provided evidence that urban heat island
effects have previously been underestimated and that the relative warmth of the mid-20th
century warm period at rural observing stations was comparable to the recent warm pe-
riod.14 This result is consistent with recent independent findings for the global sea surface
temperature – see next section.

Observations of ocean warming

The temperature graphs in Figures 1–3 have not separated the GMST into its land and sea
components. An example of a plot where these components are separated is shown in Fig-
ure 5. Examining the period 1900–1980 (no comment will be made here on the data-sparse
period 1850–1900), it is seen that the land and sea-surface temperatures (SSTs) rose and fell
at the same rate over multi-decadal periods. From 1980 onward, a strong divergence ap-
pears, with the land temperatures risingmuch faster than the SSTs. Takenwithout reference
to the urban heat island and land use change effects mentioned above, the land temper-
atures in this period appear to exhibit a GHG-induced signal that has risen well above the
bounds of natural variability.

It is not possible tomake such anassertionwith the samedegreeof confidence in respect
of the sea-surface temperatures. A simple calculation using raw sea-surface temperature
data15 shows that the average SST for the period 2000–2014 (before the onset of the recent
El Niño) was only 0.36◦C warmer than the average for the period 1936–1950. In the light of
the full 1850–2018 graph, it can be seen that this small degree of SST warming, though con-
sistent with GHG-induced warming with low climate sensitivity, does not unambiguously
exceed the bounds of natural variability.

Recently, results of an extensive ocean data study carried out at the European Centre for
Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) have been published.17,18 The study involved
rescuing over two million station-days of surface data and importing them into the most
up-to-date data-assimilation system. The results for the upper ocean heat content (OHC;
top 300m) for the period 1900–2010 are shown in Figure 6. This figure shows that the OHC
(0–300m) reached values during the period 1935–1955 that exceed any reached during the
period 2000–2010. These results clearly suggest the possibility that the natural variability of
OHC (0–300m), and hence of the closely related global SST, is greater than had previously
been estimated.

These results were not referred to in the SR1.5 report, although the important Laloyaux
et al. paper was accepted for publication well before the deadline for inclusion.

6 Related lines of evidence: GCMmodelling
Model tuning (setting of parameters)

It was pointedout in Section 2 that theAR5 attribution statement for thepost-1950warming
is primarily GCM-based, and in Section 4 that SR1.5 also usedGCM results to provide supple-
mentary evidence that the warming of recent decades is human-induced. However, some
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very important papers published since the Fifth Assessment Report give reasons to exercise
great caution in using GCM results to attribute warming to human causes. Examples are

• ‘Climate scientists open up their black boxes to scrutiny’, by Voosen19

• ‘The art and science of climate model tuning’, by Hourdin et al.20

• ‘Uncertainty in model climate sensitivity traced to representations of cumulus precip-
itation microphysics’, by Zhao et al.21

These papers, none of which was referred to in SR1.5, point out that relatively small
changes to theparameter settings in the representations of subgrid-scale physical processes
in GCMs can lead to large changes in the models’ rate of warming in response to increas-
ing GHGs. The Voosen paper reports an example in which modifying a poorly-determined
parameter controlling how fast fresh air mixes into clouds changed the climate sensitivity –
the equilibriumwarming resulting fromadoublingof carbondioxide levels – of themodel in
question from3.5◦C to 7◦C. TheHourdin et al. papermakes it clear that whatmodellers do in
practice is to tune their GCMs empirically so that they reproduce the observed 20th century
warming, while giving a value of equilibrium climate sensitivity that lies in ‘an anticipated
acceptable range’. The Zhao et al. paper shows that by tuning the convective precipitation
parameterisation in their GCM they could change its climate sensitivity by a factor of almost
two, without any clear observational constraint that they could find favouring one version
of the model over the others.

Tunings that have enabledmodels to successfully reproduce the late 20th centurywarm-
ing have not enabled them to reproduce either the marked early 20th century warming or
the recent slow rate of tropospheric warming. Examples of model deficiency in the former
case are shown in Figure 3 (for GMST) and Figure 7 (for SST), and in the latter case in Figure 8.
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Figure 7: SSTs: modelled and observed.
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period 1910–1945 (shaded grey). Adapted from figure in the Fifth Assessment Report.22
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Technology, 29 March 2017.23

The Hourdin et al. paper referred to above was the result of a World Meteorological Or-
ganization workshop onmodel tuning. Its fourteen authors represent a broad international
spectrum of climate modellers. The paper points out that the tuning strategy used in the
models whose climate projections were used in the Fifth Assessment (and again in SR1.5)
was not part of the IPCC’s required documentation. The authors explicitly refer to this as a
‘lack of transparency’.

Clearly, any agreement (as indicated for recent decades in Figure 3) between the warm-
ing observed over a given period and the GHG-driven warming from GCMs that have been
tuned to agree with the observations for that period does not constitute evidence that the
observed warming is GHG-driven.

Some recent independent estimates of climate sensitivity

Asmentionedabove, equilibriumclimate sensitivity (ECS) is theeventualwarming thatwould
take place if the carbondioxide content of the atmospherewere hypothetically doubled and
then held fixed. ECS is themost importantmetric in climate science. It is an indicator of how
much warming would take place for any actual increase in CO2.

The true value of ECS is unknown. IPCC AR5 states that its value is likely to lie in the
range of 1.5–4.5◦C, with no best estimate being possible because of a ‘lack of agreement
on values across assessed lines of evidence’.24 The 1.5–4.5◦C estimated range, based mainly
on results from GCMs, is unchanged from that given in the IPCC’s First Assessment Report

9



in 1990. In view of our current knowledge regarding empirical tuning of climate models to
achieve desired results, it is clear that estimates of ECS from these models should not be
taken as representing an outcome of basic physics.

An independent method of estimating ECS is to use a simple global energy balance
model in conjunctionwithobservationsof theglobalmeanvaluesof radiative forcing, ocean
heat uptake and temperature change over a base period and a final period. A recent exam-
ple of this method cited in the SR1.5 report is the study by Lewis and Curry.25 They found an
ECS value of 1.5◦Cwith an estimated uncertainty range of (1.05–2.45)◦C . However, although
SR1.5 referred to the study, it did not judge the result to be of sufficient weight to revise the
lower bound of the IPCC AR5 estimated range, because it represented only ‘a single line of
evidence’.

A separate line of evidence indicating that the value of ECS lies below the lower bound
of the IPCC AR5 estimated range comes from studies that use recent satellite observations
of the Earth’s tropical radiative response coefficient (change in outgoing top-of-atmosphere
radiation in response to a unit change in surface temperature) in conjunctionwith two-zone
(tropical/extratropical) energybalancemodels. Examples are found in thepapers by Lindzen
and Choi26 and Bates;27 the Bates paper uses observational estimates of the tropical long-
wave radiative response coefficient from both the Lindzen and Choi and the more recent
Mauritsen and Stevens paper.28 The results of the Lindzen–Choi and Bates studies suggest
a value for ECS of around 1◦C or even below. The SR1.5 report did not refer to any of these
studies.

There are good reasons, however, why these studies should have been accepted as pro-
viding a valid line of evidence. In the first place, the deficiencies they highlight in the GCMs’
representationof theEarth’s tropical longwave radiative response coefficient are verymarked;
see Figure 9.

This figure shows clearly how seriously the GCMs underestimate the Earth’s longwave
radiative response to surface temperature variations in the tropics. The two-zone models
indicate that such an underestimation leads to substantial overestimation of ECS.

In the secondplace, the lowclimate sensitivity indicatedby the two-zoneenergybalance
models is consistentwith the recent observational findings that current global temperatures
(GMST and SST) are little warmer than they were around the middle of the last century.

7 Conclusions
The SR1.5 report represents a very significant departure from previous IPCC reports in the
direction of increased alarm regarding global warming, particularly as compared with the
Fifth Assessment. No rigorous justification for this departure has been provided.

In reality, since the Fifth Assessment considerable evidence has accumulated suggest-
ing that global warming is more of a long-term threat than a planetary emergency. This ev-
idence consists mainly of observational results suggesting lower climate sensitivity (i.e. less
warming in response to any given increase in greenhouse gas concentrations) and results
indicating a greater contribution fromnatural variability to explaining observed global tem-
perature trends. The IPCChas not passedon this evidence topolicymakers in its SR1.5 report.

The report has also not passed on to policymakers some very important information
published by climate modellers since the last IPCC assessment report regarding the empir-
ical tuning of global climate models to achieve desired results. The failure of previous IPCC
reports to document themodels’ tuning procedures has been described by thesemodellers
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Figure 9: Longwave radiative response coefficient in the tropics.
The figure compares the uncertainty ranges for observed (satellites) and modelled radiative
response coefficient from Lindzen and Choi (2011) and Mauritsen and Stevens (2015). The

uncertainty intervals are marked by either arrows (showing outer limits) or bars (showing one
standard error). The magnitudes shown correspond to values given in Table 1 of Bates (2016).

Reproduced from Figure 2 of Park and Choi (2017).29

as a ‘lack of transparency’. The projections of futurewarming published by the IPCC are com-
pletely dependent on the reliability of these models.

In view of these deficiencies, the SR1.5 report does not merit being regarded by policy-
makers as a scientifically rigorous document. There is much recent scientific evidence, not
referred to in the report, to support amore consideredmitigation strategy than the extreme
measures proposed in the report.

Meanwhile, the worthy goals discussed in the report, such as sustainable development,
poverty eradication and reducing inequalities, should be pursued on their own merits and
not made dependent on unsettled climate science.
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